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NW-PRX-SoDIST 
COVID-19: Six feet Social Distancing Proximity Beacon 

 
 
 

Description: 
In response to the COVID-19 virus, notWird.co is introducing the NW-PRX-SoDIST-1 and the NW-PRX-SoDIST- 
2 visual proximity sensors. The sensors are a visual social distancing proximity sensor and alerting users by a 
simple flashing red led light when the sensors are less than six feet apart. The NW-PRX-SoDIST-1 is intended 
to be worn as a lanyard, while the NW-PRX-SoDIST-2 is a wrist worn device. In addition, an extra layer of 
firmware allowing for contract tracing in the unfortunate case of a positive for COVID-19. 

 
The NW-PRX-SoDIST sensor is a small 30 mm (1.2 inch) diameter, 9.8 mm (0.39 inches) thick, lightweight 
sensor. The sensor is turned on by a depressing the active side of the sensor. This will turn the sensor on, and 
the sensor will flash a green LED for two seconds, before going into a low power, sleep mode until two sensors 
are within 6 feet of one another. When the sensors come within six feet, both devices will blink red for easy 
recognition by the users, and will continue to blink, until the sensors are moved further apart. 

 
In the case of an individual testing positive for COVID-19, the visual proximity sensor has an added layer of 
firmware allowing for contact tracing. The firmware can be accessed using an OTA Bluetooth dongle (NW- 
ACCS-SODIST-1) and Python software. The Python software (which can be downloaded) is a very simple, 

reference code intended for implementing a custom backend solution. The program includes a SLA, allowing the user to 
use the source itself, while still allowing for a complete differentiating solution for an end product. 

 
NOTE: The NW-PRX-SoDIST sensor is not a substitute for CDC, state, or local guidelines for fighting the Covid- 
19 virus. The notWired.co proximity sensor is intended to help visually see when a six-foot distance has been 
compromised and allow the users to take action to correct the distance between one another. 

 
 
 

 
Additional Information: 
For additional information on the base sensor, the EMBC22 sensor, please see the following link. 
https://www.cdiweb.com/products/detail/embc22f141h1111-em-microelectronic/620643/ 

 
 
 

Features: 
• Easy to Use 

• Small Size, 30 mm Diameter Sensor 

• Long Battery Life 

• Contract Tracing Available 

• Serialized for Easy Sensor Identification 
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